Sun in Pisces/Moon in Leo:
Eccentric
You have powerful creative and leadership abilities, as do all natives of Moon in Leo.
You cast an image that is trustworthy and self-assured and occasionally bullying.
People sense that you are capable of great things if you are just given the opportunity.
Actually you do have the strength, charisma, and imagination to make a success, but
several issues stand in your way. For starters, your basic Piscean doubt and reserve
often stop you from rising to a position of power or influence. You want your dress,
mannerisms, and modus vivendi to reflect your unique, imaginative personality, so at
a party, you are typically the most colorful and the most flamboyant person. You are
not, however, ostentatious or arrogant. You just have quite a personality. You are
different and irreverent, and known for your frankness, warmth, and fantastic sense of
humor. The Leo Moon provides the usually introverted and timid Pisces a very strong
sense of independence and purpose. A dramatic and unusual person is also the
result. You back off when the opportunity comes to use an advantage or grasp a
prospect. Most of that audacity and clout is just a show, no matter how confident and
self-assured you may appear. You are a great performer. You may experience
nervousness and dissatisfaction with yourself when you discover that you cannot
follow up on some of those high-flying plans of yours. Be careful not to develop an
attitude of acquiescence. Most of your fearfulness is in your mind and you just have to
learn to get rid of those deep-seated insecurities. While others are teaching you,
discovering yourself can happen. Be careful about systematizing and categorizing
your thinking because you can be very inflexible at times and even fanatical. You tend
to adhere obstinately to your opinions. You must struggle to keep your mind open.
Sadly, Pisces-Leo is a very stubborn individual. The challenge for the Pisces-Leo is to
dare and to take chances. Do not evade responsibility and challenges that might give
you the status and achievement you want. Instead meet them face-to-face. You are
essentially egocentric but you appear demonstrative and friendly. Some Pisces-Leos
reside in their own world and view things through rose-colored glasses. This
propensity handicaps your capability to learn and at times colors your judgment. Do
not shut yourself down.

